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RPA Continues to work with Federated Mutual Insurance

Mokena, Ill. (June 6, 2013) — The Radiant Professionals Alliance (RPA) continues to work with Federated Insurance as the exclusive insurer for the RPA’s contractor members’ property/casualty, workers compensation, and financial protection services. RPA members had been seeking such a benefit provider to enhance their businesses and protect their bottom line.

Recommended by more than 125 local, state and national contractor associations, Federated’s products and services are tailored to suit each individual contractor’s needs. Services now available to RPA members include:

- A no-obligation comparison of their existing policy and coverage
- Risk management support programs, such as drug and alcohol testing, distracted driving policies, hiring practices, and more
- No cost Designated Risk Manager training
- A business valuation to determine what their business is worth
- A consultation with an attorney pre-qualified for business succession and estate planning

Federated is an A-plus rated (A.M. Best) organization that has been protecting businesses for more than 100 years. Its mission is to provide value to both associations and their members.

“As a former expert witness, and mechanical contractor, I can tell you that most contractors are under insured, or improperly covered. Business owners owe it to themselves and their organization to allow Federated to give them an insurance review (at no charge) to make sure that their businesses and assets are properly covered” said Mark Eatherton Executive Director, Radiant Professionals Alliance.

For more information, direct your Web browser to www.federatedinsurance.com and www.radiantprofessionalsalliance.org or contact Mark Eatherton at (708) 995-3001 and mark.eatherton@radiantprofessionalsalliance.org

###

The RPA’s mission is to provide superior leadership in the industry and foster the awareness of radiant and hydronic technologies in order to “Grow Radiant.”

The RPA is a national chapter of IAPMO, representing the radiant and hydronic industry.

Sponsor of the Uniform Codes, IAPMO® – The International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials – works in concert with government and industry for safe, sanitary plumbing and mechanical systems. Learn more about IAPMO at www.iapmo.org.